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The Special Commission for the Investigation and Study of Fight-
ing Forest Fires, hereinafter referred to as the Commission, is re-
porting herewith to the General Court of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts in accordance with a Resolve adopted under the
provisions of chapter 150 of the Acts of 1957, as follows:

Resolve providing for an Investigation and Study by a Special Commission
RELATIVE TO THE FIGHTING OF FOREST FIRES,

Resolved, That a special unpaid commission to consist of two members of the
senate, to be designated by the president thereof, three members of the house of
representatives, to be designated by the speaker thereof, the director of civil defense,
the commissioner of administration, the commissioner of natural resources, or their
designees, and three persons to be appointed by the governor, is hereby established
for the purpose of making an investigation and study relative to the fighting of
forest fires, including the problem of local and state jurisdiction when fires cross
town and state lines, the co-ordination of state agencies during forest fire emergency
and training, and utilizing of forest fire personnel and communication systems used
in fire emergency, the existing penalty for individuals who start wood fires, the
present law concerning the control of open-air fires, the regulation of dumps and
incinerators within the commonwealth, and related matters. Said special com-
mission shall report to the general court the results of its investigation together
with drafts of legislation necessary to carry its recommendations into effect, by
filing the same with the clerk of the house of representatives not later than the
fourth Wednesday of January, nineteen hundred and fifty-eight. For the purposes
of this resolve, said commission may expend such sums as may be appropriated

(jtherefor. Approved September 19, 1957.

This Commission was created and designated to perform a
special study in the wake of an extraordinary series of large and
devastating forest fires during the spring and summer of 1957.

Early in its study, the Commission learned that forests and wood-
lands play an invaluable and immeasurable role in the economic,
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industrial, domestic, recreational, educational and topographical
growth and development of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
The proven and potential benefits in and arising from these wood-
lands, therefore, appear to vitally affect each and every citizen of
the Commonwealth

There are 3,287,600 acres of forest in Massachusetts, comprising
nearly two thirds of the entire land area. The woodlands of Massa-
chusetts support 365 active saw mills. More than 5,000 full-time
employees are working in our forests and another 47,000 are em-
ployed by wood-using industries doing an annual business of $109,-
000,000. Pay rolls from all forest products in the Commonwealth
total over $150,000,000 each year.

19,000 cords of wood are cut from our woodlands for
commercial purposes, or an aggregate of 125,000,000 board feet.
Mother 112,000cords are cut for fuel. Simultaneously, the Massa

chusetts Department of Natural Resources is conducting an an
jitious program of reforestation to assure a continued abundant
mpply of timber in generations to come.a

In addition to these economic contributions made by and from
iur forests, the Commission saw how trees and other vegetation

were intended by Nature to control and conserve water resourc
a feature which must be mentioned in view of the critical and some'

times dangerous water shortages which plagued many sections of
Massachusetts during 1957.

Much of the Commonwealth’s multi-million-dollar recreation in-
dustry is centered in and around our picturesque woodlands, which
not only lure untold thousands of visitors and vacationers from
other States, but an additional 300,000 Massachusetts hunters and
fishermen who spend another $1,125,000 each year in license fees.

In addition to strictly utilitarian, economic and recreational
values, Massachusetts woodlands are the only natural preserve and
haven for wildlife.

Therefore, and particularly in view of the disastrous forest fi
)f 1957, this Commission agreed unanimously that a study of forest

fire fighting plans, techniques and needs was of prime and
mediate importance, together with obtaining a detailed inventory
of personnel and equipment trained and ready to combat forest
fires, and evolving a workable plan which could be placed in opera
tion with a minimum lapse of time, in the event of subsequent forest
fire emergencies
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In the latter respect, the Commission learned that a forest fire
emergency is the inevitable culmination of a series of natural phe-
nomena, based largely upon weather conditions which are not pre-
dictable with any degree of accuracy on a long-range basis. When
a forest fire emergency is proclaimed by the governor, it is only
after an extended period of regular fire control work which is diffi-
cult and frequently impossible to adapt to a pre-con ceived plan of
attack.

Findings

This Commission found that, considering the woeful lack of
equipment and trained personnel with which it was forced to work,
the forest fire fighting force in Massachusetts, under the capable
and talented direction of the Commissioner of Natural Resources,
the director of the Division of Forests and Parks, and the chief of
the Bureau of Forest Fire Control, and the fire wardens and fire
chiefs of the districts and the communities involved did the best
possible job in the control of forest fires during 1957.

The Commission further found
That the condition of forest fir

equipment of the Bureau of Fores'
Forests and Parks of the Departn

patrol and forest fire fighting
Fire Control of the Division of
nt of Natural Resources is de-

plorable and reflects shame and discredit upon the Commonwealth.
That the forest fire emergency of 1957 illustrated sharply that

the problems and the potential of woodland fires has been sorely
neglected, despite frequent recommendations and requests from
the Department of Natural Resources for additional permanent
personnel and additional new equipment.

That the long-established practice of reducing the Common-
wealth’s forest-fire-fighting prevention and protection force of 120
men, from between April 1 and October 31, inclusive, of each year,
to 15 men from between November 1 and March 31, inclusive, of
each year, is and has been false economy from the standpoint of
protecting, preserving, improving and maintaining our wooded
areas.

That radio transmission and receiving facilities presently in use
by the Bureau of Forest Fire Control are outmoded, obsolete and
ineffective.

That during a period of forest fire emergency proclaimed by the
Governor, there is a general public misunderstanding and miscon-
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ception of the meaning of the term, particularly on the part of law
enforcement agencies which do not make every effort to exclude all
persons from wooded areas.

That human carelessness, recklessness and incendiarism were
predominantly responsible for the approximately 5,000 forest and
woodland fires in Massachusetts during 1957.

That there has been in Massachusetts a constantly dismal and
discouraging lack of apprehension, prosecution and conviction of.
persons who intentionally, deliberately and wantonly set outdoor*
fires with the premeditated intent of causing forest fires per se.

That there has been a similar lack of apprehension, prosecution
and conviction of persons who carelessly ignite and leave unattended
outdoor, camping, rubbish and dump fires in violation of existing
statutes.

That co-operation between and among the Bureau of Forest Fire
Control and individual fire departments in Massachusetts cities
and towns is excellent under the present law and various mutual aid
agreements by individual fire departments and organizations now
in effect, and because of the continued high degree of interest, co-
operation, co-ordination and unselfishness in the matter of fighting
forest fires evidenced by these agencies, the Commission feels no
useful purpose would be served by enacting or amending the mutual
aid provisions into law at this time.

That during the period of forest fire-fighting emergency there has
been in some instances in the past a lack of co-ordination between
fire-fighting forces and some agencies of the Commonwealth whose
personnel were not adequately equipped and prepared to fulfill the
tasks for which they were activated; however, this Commission
learned that under the aegis of the Director of Civil Defense and the
chief of the Bureau of Forest Fire Control, there is presently being
devised a workable plan which bids certain to eliminate many of
these shortcomings hereinbefore referred to.

That although there are 52 forest fire towers in the Common-1#
wealth, there is only one construction-maintenance crew assigned
to the repairs and upkeep of these towers, bearing in mind that in
some instances observation platforms must be heightened in areas
where surrounding forests have literally outgrown trees; that out-
door towers are constantly exposed unprotected to the elements,
and that new towers must be constructed from time to time.
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That there is a grossly insufficient number of personnel engaged
in opening, widening and maintaining fire trails in the forests of
Massachusetts, cultivating and improving present and potential
water holes and sources, and pruning, release cutting and thinning
woodlands, marking timber and cleaning and removing from our
forests debris still remaining from hurricanes and storms, all of this
during the so-called “off-season” between November 1 andMarch 31.

Elaborating upon these findings, the Commission found that with
sthe possible exception of one statute, which will be discussed more

fully under the Commission’s recommendations, the existing laws
governing the setting of outdoor fires are sufficiently strong to serve
as a useful deterrent against this practice, provided they are invoked
more frequently by law enforcement agencies.

The Commission further found that not everyresource and remedy
has been exhausted at local level before other agencies of the Com-
monwealth have been asked to lend assistance, i.e., the use of public
works, and highway and parks department employees for fire patrol
duty after fire-fighting forces have contained and suppressed a
conflagration.

It was likewise discouraging for the Commission to note that in
many instances of record, valuable manpower was wasted because
of the lack of supervisory and trained personnel available in and
from the Bureau of Forest Fire Control.

Paradoxically, your Commission learned that although there was
a comparatively high incidence of forest fires in Massachusetts
during 1957, the average area consumed by fire was less than six
acres, indicating a prompt and prudent response by firefighters.
The large number of fires on record also indicates, to a large extent,
an extremely successful method of both discovering, reporting and
recording forest fires.

In discussing forest fire-fighting equipment of the Bureau of
Forest Fire Control of the Division of Forests and Parks of the
Department of Natural Resources, the Commission was distressed
to learn that of 14 patrol trucks in 7 counties, 9 are in “fair” mechan-
ical condition and 5 are in “poor” condition. In addition, as of
these statistical findings, there are four counties which have no
patrol trucks at all. Of the 32 forest fire-fighting trucks, 16 are in
“fair” condition, 16 are in “poor” condition, and of the 32, 20
are eighteen years old or older.
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Concluding its findings, the Commission cannot help but feel
that under the present program of hiring a vast majority of per-
sonnel for the Bureau of Forest Fire Control on a seasonal basis,
the calibre and morale of personnel thus hired has been and will be
undesirable from the standpoint of efficiency, trainability and
dedication to duty unless they are made permanent employees.

These findings and subsequent recommendations and proposed
legislation, to be listed hereinafter, are the direct result of visits
made by your Commission to the devastated forest fire areas or
Massachusetts, including the areas in and around the town of
Plymouth and the Myles Standish Reservation, and the result of
suggestions and testimony heard and received from many witnesses,
more particularly from several representatives of the Massachusetts
Association of Fire Chiefs, forest fire wardens and others who are
directly engaged in and concerned with the prevention, control and
suppression of forest fires.

Recommendations

This Commission urgently recommends that the sum of $350,000
be appropriated exclusively for forest fire prevention, protection
and control, in addition to any other sums which may be appro-
priated currently therefor and expended by the Bureau of Forest
Fire Control of the Division ofForests and Parks of the Department
of Natural Resources in its normal budget for the fiscal year 1958-59.
Said $350,000 should be expended by and under the direction of the
chief of the Bureau of Forest Fire Control of the Division of Forests
and Parks of the Department of Natural Resources, as follows:

Additional permanent personnel $150,000
Purchase two new brush-breakers .... 50,000
Replace seven fire trucks 52,500
Replace obsolete radio equipment .... 15,000
Two mobile radio field stations 9,000
80,000 feet of hose 40,000
20 portable pumps 10,000
400 Indian pumps 12,000
600 shovels and rakes 1,500
40 “Harodike” water bags 6,000
Miscellaneous small equipment 4,000

Total .1350,000
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This Commission strongly recommends that any and all forest
fire-fighting trucks and patrol trucks be purchased new, with one
exception to be listed hereinafter, and that no thought should be
given to reconditioning present mechanical equipment or buying
surplus, used or reconditioned equipment from any other state or
federal agency.

The Commission further recommends that the present “brush-
breaker,” so called, be reconditioned mechanically and assigned for
exclusive use in and around the Myles Standish Reservation in
Plymouth County, which is densely populated during the late
spring, the summer and early fall; that mobile radio field stations
listed above shall be equipped with a generator or some other in-
dependent power supply, and that said field stations shall be
equipped with a suitable antenna for necessarily wide transmission
and receiving of calls and messages in connection with fighting,
control and suppression of forest fires.

It is strongly recommended that all temporary positions in the
Bureau of Forest Fire Control of the Division of Forests and Parks
of the Department of Natural Resources, the incumbents of which
are presently released from duty on November 1 of each year, shall
be made permanent, and that the provisions for salaries of those
employees be included thereafter in the regular budgetary classifica-
tion of that agency, effective upon the beginning of the fiscal year
commencing July 1, 1959.

It is also recommended that forest fire patrols be established on a
permanent, twelve-month basis in the counties of Hampshire,
Franklin and Hampden where no such patrols presently exist, and
in the counties of Middlesex, Norfolk and Worcester, where they
presently exist only between April 1 and October 31, inclusive, of
each year.

This Commission forcefully urges the honorable judiciary of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts to be especially mindful of the
severe threat to human life and public and private property arising
from the careless, negligent or intentional setting of outdoor fires,
in violation of existing statutes enacted for that purpose, when
they are considering the matter of disposition of cases of persons
brought before them and adjudged guilty of the offence, as charged.

The Commission likewise recommends that each and every law
enforcement agency within the Commonwealth conduct a more
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vigorous investigation and prosecution, where circumstances war-
rant, into the origin of woodland and forest fires.

It is further recommended by this Commission that rubber tires
be replaced on all forest fire patrol and fire-fighting vehicles within
not less than five years from the date of installation; that suitable
fittings, couplings, reducers and/or adapters be purchased to permit
the affixing and connecting, wherever necessary, of standard
inch forest fire-fighting hose to some commercial-type tank trucks,
frequently used for transporting water supplies to the scene of
forest fires, which have 3-inch connections.

This Commission earnestly recommends that there be created
within the Bureau of Forest Fire Control of the Division of Forests
and Parks of the Department of Natural Resources at least one
additional full-time construction-maintenance crew for the repair,
remodeling and upkeep of existing forest fire observation towers,
the construction of new or additional towers wherever and whenever
necessary, and the maintenance and improvement of such other
outdoor facilities as may be under the direction and jurisdiction of
said bureau, provisions for which are made and recommended in
the proposed 1958-59 budget for said bureau.

There should also be established forthwith by the appropriate fire
control agencies a state-wide forest fire control radio communica-
tions network, independent of any other, which also would be avail-
able to other appropriate agencies of the Commonwealth during
other types of emergency or disaster affecting the Commonwealth or
sections thereof.

This Commission strongly recommends that, as soon as it may be
practicable after other provisions of this report may be adopted or
approved, a sufficient amount of the supplies itemized and referred
to hereinabove shall be stockpiled at strategic and accessible loca-
tions throughout the Commonwealth, to eliminate all possible delays
in the delivery of necessary supplies and equipment to the scene of a
forest fire.

The State Department of Education is urged by this Commission
to encourage its individual teachers and instructors to take a greater
and more personal interest in the problem of prevention of forest
fires.

This Commission recommends that there be set up within the
Bureau of Forest Fire Control of the Division of Forests and Parks
of the Department of Natural Resources a permanent division of
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fire education and training, and that said division of fire education
and training rely increasingly less, whenever appearing in the schools
of our Commonwealth, upon the use of moving picture films por-
traying extraordinarily vivid forest fire scenes which may tend to
excite some young minds and thereby cause an adverse effect by
stimulating the thinking of adolescents in the direction of actually
setting fires.

It is also recommended that permanent forest fire prevention and
fire-fighting personnel of the Bureau of Forest Fire Control of the
Division of Forests and Parks of the Department of Natural Re-
sources, and such additional personnel as may be made permanent,
shall be provided with and fitted for uniforms of an appropriate
type, to be designed and approved by the chief of said Bureau.

It is also urged by this Commission that the proper agencies of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts foster a regular and systematic
program of public relations to keep the general public aware at all
times during the forest fire seasons, and to exercise extreme care and
good judgment in the matter of setting outdoor fires, if forest fire
disasters are to be avoided or minimized in the future.

Therefore, and in accordance with findings and recommendations
made by this Commission, it is urgently and unanimously recom-
mended that the following legislation be enacted whenever neces-
sary to place these recommendations in effect in the manner in-
tended and outlined.

Respectfully submitted

HERBERT S. TUCKERMAN
Chairman

FRANCIS X. McCANN
JOHN .1. NAVIN.
JEREMIAH ,1. FOLEY.
BENJAMIN H. WHITE.
EVERETT B. WOOD
EDMOND F. TETREAULT
THOMAS J. DONNELLY.
FRANCIS X. LANG. 1

FRANCIS W. SARGENT
JOHN 11. NOYES.

1 Per Walter R. Baylles, A
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight.

An Act to increase the penalty for wanton or reckless
INJURY OR DESTRUCTION OP WOODS BY FIRE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 7of chapter 266 of the GeneralLaws is herebyamended
2 by inserting the word: negligently, and by striking out the
3 words “not more than one hi
4 for not more than six month

ired dollars or by imprisonment
’ and inserting in place thereof

5 the words; not more than five thousand dollars or by im-
-6 prisonment for not more than ten years, so that said section,
7 as amended, shall read: Section 7. Whoever by negligently,
8 wantonly or recklessly setting fire to any material, or by in-
-9 creasing a fire already set, causes injury to or the destruction of

10 any growing or standing wood of another shall be punished by
11a fine of not more than five thousand dollars or by imprisonment
12 for not more than ten years.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight.

An Act relative to forest fire patrols.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Chapter 40 of the General Laws is hereby amended by striking
2 out section 28A, as appearing in chapter 496 of the Acts of 1953,
3 and inserting in place thereof the following: —-

PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

Cfic CommonUicaltf) of egastfadnisetts
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4 Section 28A. Upon the written application of the county
5 commissioners of any county which accepts this section by vote
6 of said commissioners, the director of forests and parks may ap-
-7 point additional officers in said division, to such number as
8 agreed upon by said director and commissioners in writing, who
9 shall patrol the forests in the towns of such county during such

10 seasons of the year when forest fires are likely to occur therein,
11 for the purpose of preventing and detecting such fires, and at
12 other seasons of the year shall engage in such forest fire preven-
ts tion work as the director may designate. One half of the money
14 expended under the provisions of this section, as agreed upon
15 between said commissioners and director, in writing, shall be
16 repaid to the commonwealth by said county. Said commis-
17 sioners, after a vote, may abolish such a patrol by filing a nc
18 to this effect with the director not less than ninety days pi
19 to the date upon which patrol is to lie abolished.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fifty-Eight

An Act authorizing the department of natural resources to
THE PURCHASE OF FIRE EQUIP-
LARIES OF CERTAIN EMPLOYEES

EXPEND CERTAIN MONEYS FOR

MENT, FOR THE PAYMENT OF S

'ONTROL OF THE DIVISION OFOF THE BUREAU OF FOREST FIR]

FORESTS AND PARKS OF THE DEPA

AND FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF

ITMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
FORESTS AND ROADS AND FIRI

TRAILS THEREIN

of Representatives in GeneralBe it enacted by the Senate and Ht
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows

1 The department of natural resources is hereby authorized
2 and directed to purchase certain equipment for the protection
3 and prevention and control of forest fires; to hire, recompense
4 appropriately and make permanent certain temporary employeesNt certain temporary employees
5 of the bureau of forest fire control of the division of forests and
6 parks of said department, observers in fifty-two forest fire ob-
7 servation towers and personnel assigned to the forest fire patrol

Oc Commontoealt& of Ojassadnisctrs
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8 and fire-fighting trucks between November first, nineteen hun-
-9 dred and fifty-eight, and March thirty-first, nineteen hundred

10 and fifty-nine, inclusive; to construct, widen and maintain
11 roads and fire trails, so called, within the state forests of Massa-
-12 chusetts; to stockpile so much of the equipment as may be
13 necessary at strategic locations throughout the commonwealth,
14 to be used in the control and fighting of forest fires; and to en-
-15 gage in pruning, release cutting, thinning and marking of timber
16 and the removal of debris from said forests, or so much thereof
17 as may be necessary to remove and reduce the forest fire poten-
-18 tial. For such purposes, said department may expend such
19 sums as may be appropriated therefor, not to exceed the sum of
20 three hundred and fiftv thousand dollars.
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